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Porter
Hello and welcome to Inside Health; the series that examines the real stories behind the headlines, exploring the issues that matter to you; providing clarity where there is confusion.

In today's programme:  Dr Max Pemberton responds to a listener's request about tinnitus and we find out why this may be harmful to your health, and not just your hearing.

Music

But don't turn the volume down just yet.  Also coming up Inside Health sceptic Margaret McCartney explains why she doesn't rate over-the-counter cough medicines, even though the British public spend well over a £100 million a year on them.  And we hear why the Chief Medical Officer is putting her weight behind guidelines on who should take Vitamin D supplements following concerns that few people - healthcare professionals or the public - seem aware of them.

But first the on-going debate about proposed reforms to the NHS in England.  Last week we heard that it is not just the public who are confused by the plans - many doctors don't understand them either, including leading public health expert Professor Martin Mckee.

Mckee
I have three questions in particular that I would like answers to.  The first is what the reforms are trying to solve - the NHS certainly has had problems in the past but it has been improving dramatically over the past decade.  The second is that I'm unclear about what is really being proposed.  My third question is why we're rushing into this at a time when the NHS has to save £20 billion?

Porter
Well since then colleges representing nurses, midwives and physios have joined sceptical GPs and hospital specialists by announcing their opposition to the reforms. And, just out, a health select committee report questioning whether current financial pressures make it too risky to implement the most radical changes in the service's history.

The Department of Health got in touch after last week's programme and asked for health minister Lord Howe to be given the opportunity to put their side.

Howe
There are three essential things that we're trying to do through this bill.  The first thing we're doing is in a nutshell devolving power; doctors have been saying to us for years that they know how to design and deliver better care for patients but that the "system" (in inverted commas) gets in their way all too often.  At the same time we know that if you make the patient feel as if they are more in control of their own health and wellbeing then you get better results, you get better health outcomes, so the bill is designed to empower patients and put them at the centre of decision making.  I think the third thing that I should emphasise that the bill will streamline NHS administration.

Porter
But Lord Howe those all sound very laudable aims but one of the problems is is the devil's in the detail and it's actually how that's going to be achieved.  And you talk about devolving power to GPs, I'm a GP and I struggle - I understand what you're trying to achieve but I'm not convinced how it's going to change my practice on a day-to-day basis or indeed what's going to be in it for my patients or our listeners.

Howe
I think the thought that I would try to instil into GPs' minds is that what we're trying to do is free them up to look after their patients, get rid of as much bureaucracy as possible, as much interference and micro-management from the centre, which is what doctors have been complaining about for years and enable them to look after their patients and enable them to think out of the box.

Porter
But are we up to it - are GPs up to it do you think?

Howe
It's been characterised as asking GPs to become managers - that is not what we're asking them to do.  GPs will have plenty of managerial support.  What we want them to do is to look after their patients, which they know how to do.

Porter
What about who we buy the services off?  At the moment I get given a load of money for looking after a particular patient, I'm spending that traditionally at my local hospitals - under the new bill anyone can come and provide the services effectively, as long as they meet a certain standard.  What about concerns that this is privatisation by the back door?

Howe
Well I need to be absolutely emphatic about this - we have made it crystal clear on many occasions that we don't want to privatise the NHS and we will not do it.  The independent sector already plays quite an important part in NHS care, although its role is fairly limited.  We do want to see greater choice available to patients, where patients will benefit form that, but we are not about competition for competition's sake.

Porter
What happens if an excellent outside provider comes into my area, I practise in Gloucestershire, and it takes business away from my local hospital which has been there for a long time, it's a well-established service and four or five years down the line that private provider goes somewhere else and my hospital's gone because it's not had the business to maintain it?

Howe
It's up to patients and their doctors acting together to choose where to go.  No doctor would want to destabilise the local NHS, they won't be commissioning in that way, nor will they be commissioning in a way that fragments services - this has been the other accusation that the bill will fragment services, why would a doctor want to do that?

Porter
What about the timing?  There's been concern from the Health Select Committee that the NHS has got resource issues at the moment that are going to perhaps hinder its ability to push these reforms through.  Martin Mckee pointed out last week that the NHS has come on leaps and bounds over the last 20 years and is one of the fastest improving services in the world; I mean do we need it and do we need it now?

Howe
Well we need to save money, we need to redirect money that is currently being utilised in a less than optimal way.

Porter
Wasted.

Howe
Wasted, you could put that word in my mouth and I won't disagree.  But the key point is this:  this isn't just about the present, it's about the future and what many people may not have factored in to their thinking is that over the next 10-20 years the NHS is going to experience increasing pressure - we've got an ageing population, a growing burden of chronic disease, we've got new treatments and technology which cost a lot - we absolutely have to configure the NHS to deal with those pressures.

Porter
But this is the criticism isn't it that you're designing something that's going to last 10 or 20 years or introducing something that's going to last two decades at a time when there are quite significant savings - £20 billion needs to be saved - and one worries that people will be thinking short-term, now do we save money in the short-term, rather than be thinking about growing this out over the next 20 years.

Howe
I'd like people to think about clinical commissioning as part of the way in which we deliver these £20 billion of savings.

Porter
For our listeners and indeed those healthcare professionals who admit to being bewildered what would you say to them?

Howe
I would say this is about freeing them up to raise the bar, raise quality and improve outcomes for their patients, which is what we all care about.

Porter
Health Minister Lord Howe - thank you very much.  

Well has that helped make things clearer or are you none the wiser? Please do e-mail to let us know at insidehealth@bbc.co.uk or you can send a tweet to @bbcradio4 including the hashtag insidehealth.

Which is exactly what listener Richard Buckley did to ask why doctors seem as confused as everyone else when it comes to helping people plagued with troublesome noises in their ears -  tinnitus.

Buckley
I'd like to know why tinnitus is really misunderstood and ignored by doctors.  Living with the condition - the sound is like a high pitched whistle in your ears all the time, you find it very difficult to think and concentrate on things, it really is quite tiring and debilitating, they feel always on edge.  And so we'd really like to know why it's so misunderstood.

Porter
Richard Buckley. Well I am joined by Dr Max Pemberton, who we tasked with answering Richard's question.

Max - I suspect Richard is right when he says tinnitus is widely misunderstood.

Pemberton
Absolutely, I think it was a brilliant question and I suspect it echoes what a lot of listeners feel about this - this condition.  In fact research that was conducted by the University of Nottingham showed that there were considerable inconsistencies in the referrals and the knowledge around tinnitus with regard to GPs.  And this was despite the Department of Health good practice guide which specifically aims to promote equity within this condition.  And when you think a third of patients feel that they're unsatisfied and that they've received inadequate information from their GP it's obviously something that is very difficult.

Porter
But part of the problem is that there isn't - there isn't a cure is there?

Pemberton
That's right.  There's no specific one size fits all cure but there are treatments that are available and in fact I went along to Cambridge to find out exactly what these are and I met Dr David Baguley, who's director of audiology at Cambridge University Hospital and I found him with a small device that makes very soothing noises to distract the ear.

Baguley
It switches on and the person chooses the sound.

Pemberton
So this looks like a small radio, it's about the size of maybe say a grapefruit, and it's got some buttons and one of them says woods, one of them says white noise, one of them says birds.

Baguley
Why don't you have a try and see which one you like.

Pemberton
Let's press birds.  Oh that's lovely.  Sending me to sleep.  And what about brook?  This is like my gran who had tinnitus, she used to put the radio in between stations so she got like a kind of buzzy noise, so she wasn't distracted by any voices or any music but the noise, she said, used to help kind of block out the tinnitus.

Baguley
I'd like to congratulate your grandmother on her common sense.  And yes she was right to use a kind of meaningless uneventful background noise.

Pemberton
There's a lot of confusion around tinnitus and it's one of those things that sometimes doctors might overlook, why do you think that is?

Baguley
I think you're right that there's a tremendous amount of confusion and that's both from patients and their families and their carers to their family doctors and sometimes to specialists.  I mean the thing is problematic because a simple view of it as just caused by problems at the level of the ear really isn't adequate.  We have to look at the way that the ear and the brain interrelate.  Let's just think about what the human brain does when it has a known sensation that it's expecting.  A good example, Max, is the shoe on your left foot - you felt it when you came out to come and see me, you haven't felt it since.

Pemberton
Not until you just mentioned it, having thought about it.

Baguley
Thousands of nerve fibres are firing away telling your brain about the shoe.  Now does this happen with hearing?  Yes it does.  You came on the train to Cambridge and the train goes through some built up areas, you might say to those people how do you live here, well some would be upset but many would say we don't hear it, their brains habituated to that background sound.

Pemberton
So we just get used to some things that are there all the time?

Baguley
We do get used to but that's a physiological process, it isn't just a - well I'm used to it I can put up with it, actually the brain is no longer registering it, it's a question of filtering - if the brain didn't filter sound we'd be overwhelmed by all the different sounds around us and we choose within our brains what to listen to.  Now there are some that argue that some tinnitus activity is present in everybody's hearing system.  If you and I went into the quietest of our quiet soundproofed rooms you might hear some background tinnitus like sound but your brain is normally filtering that out, covering it over with the sounds of everyday life.

Pemberton
So what happens in someone with tinnitus to stop them filtering out that noise?

Baguley
I think there are probably as many triggers as there are people with tinnitus, I think everybody has their own particular situation, we see people who've developed a hearing loss, people who've had a viral infection of their inner ear or perhaps a middle ear infection, people who've had other problems in the hearing system.  We see people who've done a lot of DIY and not worn hearing protection or have invested in a fantastic hi-fi - Friday nights they're listening to Led Zeppelin 2, a couple of drinks, headphones on.  We see other people in whom the context seems to have been an emotional difficulty, a relationship, financial situation.  We see some people in whom there's no apparent cause whatsoever, it just seems to have afflicted them.  Very often they say at first they were just curious about it and then over time they seemed to get more upset with it, it seemed to get louder, they seemed to build up this cycle of distress.  Then they have trouble sleeping, trouble concentrating, perhaps trouble fulfilling everyday tasks and then they really feel all at sea with it.

Pemberton
So you mean that it's like a vicious cycle between the physiological side of things and the psychological side of things?

Baguley
I think you're on to something there.  Anybody who says this is purely ear related is only telling half the story, anybody who says it's purely psychologically related is only telling half the story.

Pemberton
I was just wondering if there is any correlation between tinnitus and damage to the ears and things like listening to personal stereos?

Baguley
Well it's hard to get hard data but it does seem to me as though we're conducting a huge experiment on our hearing, both in terms of club related noise and gig related noise.  But now the other issue, and I think there's been some research just very recently on this, is if you're walking around with you iPod on you're much more at risk for having an accident, you simply don't have the sense of sound around you, I see people cycling with iPods, I see people walking down busy streets - you simply are just much at risk of having an accident if you don't have that environmental awareness.

Porter
David Baguley.

Max, David mentions there the risk of general injury, it's a growing problem for pedestrians isn't it.

Pemberton
In fact I tracked down a piece of research, it was down in the US but it looked at the rates of serious injuries that have been associated with people listening to their MP3 players or looking at their mobile phones and I was quite horrified - it showed that in the last six years the numbers have tripled.  And I suspect that the reason for that is not that we're becoming more careless per se but just that MP3 players and mobile phones are becoming so much more widespread.

Porter
And the sort of accidents that are happening are what?

Pemberton
Well people being knocked over by cars, people tripping and falling, things like that and in fact around 70% are actually fatal of these serious injuries and around two-thirds of those are males under the age of 30, according to this piece of research.

Porter
And is it because they're looking at things - I mean are they texting, are they e-mailing - or is it because they're listening or is there any different between the two?

Pemberton
Well I think it's a combination of both.  In fact the research has kind of identified two main groups - one of them had had an accident because of distraction and they called this inattention or blindness, so that you just don't - you've not aware of your surroundings and so you have an accident that way.  And the other group had sensory deprivation, so that actually in about a third of the cases there had been horns or sirens had been sounded to kind of warn people but they just hadn't heard it because they had their earphones in.

Porter
Because I think people can understand there's a risk - if you've got your head down and you're walking along trying to cross Oxford Street while you're sending a tweet or doing a text then you're asking for trouble.

Pemberton
Exactly, in fact actually that happened to me today.  As I was on my way to the studio I was tweeting that I was on my way to the studio and suddenly looked up and there was a taxi hurtling towards me.

Porter
Max Pemberton thank you very much for that.

If you  would like Max to look into something that is confusing you then please e-mail us at inisdehealth@bbc.co.uk or you can tweet @bbcradio4 including the hashtag insidehealth.  And if would like more information on the treatments for tinnitus, including the masking device Max tried,  then do visit the website - bbc.co.uk, just follow the links to the programme.
 
And while we are on the subject of the internet, sourcing reliable health information can be a challenge for us all, but rather surprisingly, it seems that teenagers struggle more than most.  But why should the most internet savvy generation of all find it so difficult to access good health information? Ellen Henderson is a psychologist at the University of Bath and one of the authors behind a new study looking at websites aimed at young people and offering advice on treating pain like headaches and period cramps.

Henderson
Out of the 63 websites most of them were of really poor quality and those that were of quite a high quality tended to be authored by medical professionals - doctors or from charity sources - but they tended to use quite complicated language and we found that the information that was of a particularly high quality was really, really difficult to read and you would have needed quite an advanced reading level, probably of university level, in order to understand it.  Or on the other hand we also found some information that was really aimed at too simplistic a level, it was really not detailed enough, so that the information was things like take pain medication when you have a headache, there was no preventative measures, it wasn't really a balanced approach.  

So really what we found is that there's a major gap between presenting information in a way that's accessible to teenagers and presenting the correct information, presenting stuff that isn't filled with inaccuracies or misinformation.  And in addition to the main websites, the more informative websites, we also looked at teenage forums where teenagers exchange information, so this is where a teenager would log on to a website and say things like - my period pain is so intense I feel like I can't go to school, I really don't know what to do, I don't know anyone else who has the same level of pain as me, no one seems to understand where I'm coming from.  And the people were posting back huge amounts of misinformation, so they were saying things like - well maybe if you had a baby that would make it so much better - which obviously is not something you want to advise a teenager to do.  Teenagers weren't always getting the right level of support from these forums, they were getting quite an awful lot of misinformation.

Porter
Ellen Henderson, and I am joined now by Dr Trisha McNair - one of the doctors behind the BBC's health website.

Trisha, Ellen's study seems to suggest it is all a matter of a balance between making information easy to digest but not over simplifying it so much that it's superficial, that it becomes useless.

McNair
Yes health's quite a tricky topic to tackle really because you can go to great levels of science with it and also you're addressing all sorts of different people with different needs and pain is one of the worst examples because there's so much we just don't know about it, we're not very good at treating it, there's so many individual nuances whoever you're talking to.  So in order to write a health page on one particular topic and include something that's relevant to everyone it's a matter of providing the right amount of information or guiding people, I think, on to where they could get more if they're still worried.

Porter
What about teenagers, I mean they're not the easiest group for doctors and healthcare professionals to deal with anyway, it's a difficult age isn't it?

McNair
Yes it is and I mean there's particular challenges with teenagers.  On the BBC health website we're writing for everybody, so we're not addressing anyone in particular.  But teenagers, specifically with something like pain, where they're coming from is very different.  So as an adult you might methodically work your way through a topic, whereas teenagers are not really interested in health till something is a problem for them and then oh my goodness I've got this pain, am I going to die, what on earth's it going to do to me.  And in the study they talk about this, they talk about the three things that teenagers wanted was what is this pain, is it the same as other people are getting - because there's a real sense of isolation for teenagers - and what's the fix, they want an easy quick answer - they're impatient, they're impulsive, they're just not going to read through detailed stuff, they want something that's right for them right now.

Porter
A particular bone of contention of mine, that Ellen picked up on, was the forum aspect where you're getting advice - well you don't know who you're advice from.

McNair
Big problem with forums, as you've mentioned, is they need an awful lot of maintenance; you need someone who's watching what everybody's posting because people post all sorts of junk and rubbish.

Porter
We should perhaps say that these are an open area - for people who don't know what a forum is - it's the open area where you can go and you can post your query and everybody can reply to it and you don't actually know who those people are often.

McNair
Yes that's right and some people like them, particularly teenagers again, because it makes them feel less isolated - here's someone who understands my experience, they're relating to it, they're adding to it - so it's very easy for an adolescent who doesn't know the reality of the situation to get drawn into believing what anyone else posts - that must be right, someone else has had it, this is what happened for them.  And people can very easily post all sorts of remedies that there's no proof behind...

Porter
The blind leading the blind.

McNair
It is indeed.

Porter
And you get people who spend a lot of time in these forums as well.

McNair
Yes, on the other side, from not the people looking for answers but the people providing answers, there are some people who find that it gives them a role, they're able to go on the forum regularly and offer support and advice to someone else, whereas really they need to go out and train properly if they're going to do that, there's plenty of...

Porter
Go to medical school.  Trisha Macnair - thank you very much.
 
 
Now on to something else that caught my eye in the headlines - news that the Chief Medical Officer for England, Dame Sally Davies, is to write to healthcare professionals highlighting the importance of Vitamin D to protect against the bone disease rickets - which is on the increase across the UK.

Vitamin D supplementation is currently recommended for all groups at particular risk of deficiency - such as pregnant and breastfeeding women and young children - but three quarters of parents, and more than half of doctors, midwives and health visitors are not up to speed with the latest guidance, so don't follow it.

Nick Bishop is Professor of Paediatric Bone Disease at The University of Sheffield so it's a safe bet that his children will have been taken their vitamin D supplements …..surely?

Bishop
Not when they were smaller, no.  I got a research fellowship in Montreal and my son was being breastfed by my wife, then at the age of three months, and we got through to sort of January, February time and she went to see the doctor because she wasn't feeling very well, had her Vitamin D level checked and found that it was extremely low and that she needed supplementation and the doctor said to her - What about your son?  And we looked at him and noticed that the edge of his rib cage was beginning to turn up slightly, so his bones had gone a little bit soft and that's one of the characteristic signs of children who are developing rickets due to Vitamin D deficiency, which isn't too good for somebody who's gone on to be a professor of paediatric bone disease, obviously.

Porter
It suggests that if it can happen to you it can happen to anyone, doesn't it.

Bishop
Absolutely and I think there's a salutary lesson there that we ignore Vitamin D at our peril.

Porter
Why do you think so many of us do - both doctors and the public - given that these recommendations have been in force for quite some time?

Bishop
I just don't think it's top of everybody's list of things to be worried about, there are so many other health messages that we get bombarded about.

Porter
And are specialists in agreement as to how much Vitamin D we should be taking?

Bishop
No I think is the simple answer to that and that's one of the reasons I think the government's found it extremely difficult to bring forward guidance in the area.  We are quite conservative relative to North American groups in advising how much Vitamin D should be in everybody's diet each day.  We're looking at, on average, between 3 and 400 units of Vitamin D a day.  Some American experts are advocating anywhere between 2 and 4,000 units a day. 

Porter
So you'd say that the recommendations we have are certainly a bare minimum but we're not even following those at the moment.

Bishop
And that's the problem.

Porter
Well Nick thank you for speaking to us both from a personal and a personal perspective.  Professor Nick Bishop from Sheffield.  

Just taking a straw poll of the doctors here:  Trisha, do you take a Vitamin D supplement?

McNair
I certainly do, yes.

Porter
Max?

Pemberton
Yes I religiously take all my supplements.

Porter
And so do I - that makes three of us.  Well you can find a link to the latest recommendations for Vitamin D supplementation on the Inside Health page of bbc.co.uk/radio4.

Now from something that more of us should be taking, but aren't, to something that lots of us are using, but perhaps shouldn't - cough medicines. Dr Margaret McCartney is on her soapbox again.

McCartney
Medicine and the evidence for it have not always gone together. The problem is when doctors recommend things they think work rather than are proven to work we can easily do harm.

Here's a confession: My home medical box consists of mainly out of date paracetamol and a few sticky plasters. I don't do cough mixtures. I never have. Far from being an indication of a lazy and disorganised parent, I have evidence on my side. So, for example, there is good evidence from Cochrane reviews - a report into 26 trials on the subject - that - I quote - "there is no good evidence for or against the effectiveness of over-the-counter medicines in acute cough".

That's right - so the remedy industry is a multimillion pounds spree, more about the power of marketing than medical effectiveness. And these aren't just harmless cough syrups. In the US research has indicated that thousands of children have had problems with the side effects  of cough mixtures - like sedation - and there have even been deaths - though rarely - of children under two being accidentally overdosed. In the UK, the Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Authority have said that children under six should not use cough remedies, and children aged between 6-12 should only be sold them from pharmacies. But if there isn't good evidence of benefit for either children or adults, why use them at all?

Well, the ingredient names sound impressive - codeine, or pseudoephedrine. Some contain paracetamol or various herbs purporting to treat cold or flu symptoms. Many contain alcohol and sugar. The typical cough mixture packaging is promising and soothing.  The brand names are strong and empowering. Go into a pharmacy and the rows and rows of cough bottles seem to say, come to me and I will relieve your suffering.  It's likely that we do get some placebo effect from some of these remedies - and when the spoonful contains alcohol and sugar, who wouldn't feel better? But really these mixtures might sound impressive.  While might be fair enough to risk side effects when there's a chance of benefit - can it be a good idea when we have no evidence that they will do us good?

There's an unfortunate problem; just because tinctures and tonics are stacked on the shelves doesn't mean they work.

Perhaps we need to work on distracting ourselves from our misery and getting placebo effects from somewhere other than the inside of a cough medicine bottle. For my kids, at least, that means me on call for undivided attention, broken only by the need to have me prepare continuous servings of hot lemon drinks. On reflection, this would make a spoonful of placebo sound like a pretty good deal.

Porter
Margaret McCartney getting cough medicines off her chest.

Don't forget you can listen to the programme again or download it as a podcast, by visiting bbc.co.uk/radio4 and following the links to Inside Health. And if there is an issue you think we should be looking into because it is confusing you then please e-mail us via insidehealth@bbc.co.uk or send a tweet to @bbcradio4 including the hashtag insidehealth.

Just time to tell you about next week when I will be looking at addiction to prescription medicines like sleeping tablet and painkillers and finding out how a new breed of anti-coagulant drugs could transform the lives of tens of thousands of people taking warfarin. Join me then to find out more.

